
Programme Title Mobility Type Mobility Level

Subject 

Code Description Start Date Duration Prerequisites

Programe 

Contact Person

Programe Contact 

Person Email Department Programe Website

Recommended 

Documents Language

Bachelor Exchange in History and Culture of the Middle 

East, focus area Arabic Studies

Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 14.6 Arabic Studies concerns the spoken language and written texts of the Arabic-speaking 

world. At the Free University of Berlin, Arabic Studies is a literary discipline that includes 

such subjects as Arabic poetry and prose literature of the pre-Islamic period to the 

present, as well as religious, philosophical, historical and geographical literature of 

Islamic culture as well as Jewish and Christian literature in Arabic.  Special emphasis is 

placed on the Koran as a key document of religious discourse in late antiquity, on the 

reception of classical antiquity in Arab culture, and finally, on modern literature as part 

of the process of global exchange. Focusses are the Quran as text or on classical Arabic 

literature. No focus at the moment  on Arabic linguistics.

01/10/2015 6 For German: TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen 

Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x TDN 4), or Zentrale 

Oberstufenprüfung des Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), 

or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (KDS), or 

Großes Deutsches Sprachdiplom (GDS), or 

Sprachdiplom II der KMK; for English: English B1 

M. Rabadan montserrat.rabadan

@gmail.com

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.fu-

berlin.de/studium/studienangebot

/grundstaendige/geschkult_vo_ara

bistik_mono/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in History and Culture of the Middle 

East, focus area Arabic Studies

Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 14.6 Arabic Studies concerns the spoken language and written texts of the Arabic-speaking 

world. At the Free University of Berlin, Arabic Studies is a literary discipline that includes 

such subjects as Arabic poetry and prose literature of the pre-Islamic period to the 

present, as well as religious, philosophical, historical and geographical literature of 

Islamic culture as well as Jewish and Christian literature in Arabic.  Special emphasis is 

placed on the Koran as a key document of religious discourse in late antiquity, on the 

reception of classical antiquity in Arab culture, and finally, on modern literature as part 

of the process of global exchange. Focusses are the Quran as text or on classical Arabic 

literature. No focus at the moment  on Arabic linguistics.

01/10/2015 10 For German: TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen 

Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x TDN 4), or Zentrale 

Oberstufenprüfung des Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), 

or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (KDS), or 

Großes Deutsches Sprachdiplom (GDS), or 

Sprachdiplom II der KMK; for English: English B1 

M. Rabadan montserrat.rabadan

@gmail.com

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.fu-

berlin.de/studium/studienangebot

/grundstaendige/geschkult_vo_ara

bistik_mono/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in Film Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 8.9 The discipline of film studies deals with all genres and aspects of film, from its 

beginnings to its current integration into a broad spectrum of technologies and media. 

The discipline is approached as a basis for continuous critical analysis, from a mind 

understood to be both constructed from and occupied with moving pictures. The 

history, aesthetics, and theory of film, as those of other audiovisual media, are studied 

as conditions for formation and impact within diverse cultural and aesthetic systems.

01/10/2015 6 TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x 

TDN 4), or Zentrale Oberstufenprüfung des 

Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), or Kleines Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (KDS), or Großes Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (GDS), or Sprachdiplom II der 

KMK. Academic prerequisiste: 1 year Film 

Studies

Dr. Sulgi Lie slie@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

http://www.geisteswissenschaften

.fu-

berlin.de/we07/film/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in Film Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 8.9 The discipline of film studies deals with all genres and aspects of film, from its 

beginnings to its current integration into a broad spectrum of technologies and media. 

The discipline is approached as a basis for continuous critical analysis, from a mind 

understood to be both constructed from and occupied with moving pictures. The 

history, aesthetics, and theory of film, as those of other audiovisual media, are studied 

as conditions for formation and impact within diverse cultural and aesthetic systems.

01/10/2015 10 TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x 

TDN 4), or Zentrale Oberstufenprüfung des 

Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), or Kleines Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (KDS), or Großes Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (GDS), or Sprachdiplom II der 

KMK. Academic prerequisiste: 1 year Film 

Studies

Dr. Sulgi Lie slie@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

http://www.geisteswissenschaften

.fu-

berlin.de/we07/film/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in Judaism in Historical Context Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 14.6 Rabbinic Literature, Gender Studies, History 01/10/2015 6 For German: TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen 

Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x TDN 4), or Zentrale 

Oberstufenprüfung des Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), 

or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (KDS), or 

Großes Deutsches Sprachdiplom (GDS), or 

Sprachdiplom II der KMK; for English: English 

B1. Academic prerequisite: one year of study in 

jewish studies/hebrew studies or related field

Prof. Dr. Tal Ilan talilan@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/e/judaistik/mitarbeiter/0

1ProfessorInnen/ilan.html

German and 

English

Bachelor Exchange in Judaism in Historical Context Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 14.6 Rabbinic Literature, Gender Studies, History 01/10/2015 10 For German: TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen 

Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x TDN 4), or Zentrale 

Oberstufenprüfung des Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), 

or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (KDS), or 

Großes Deutsches Sprachdiplom (GDS), or 

Sprachdiplom II der KMK; for English: English 

B1. Academic prerequisite: one year of study in 

jewish studies/hebrew studies or related field

Prof. Dr. Tal Ilan talilan@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/e/judaistik/mitarbeiter/0

1ProfessorInnen/ilan.html

German and 

English

mailto:forster@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mailto:forster@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mailto:forster@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mailto:forster@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mailto:talilan@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mailto:talilan@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mailto:talilan@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mailto:talilan@zedat.fu-berlin.de


Bachelor Exchange in Korean Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 14.6 Korean Language, history of Korea and the Korean Studies resources, culture, literature 

and politics, economics, social and economic sciences and cultural / scientific literature 

seminars

01/10/2015 6 For German: TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen 

Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x TDN 4), or Zentrale 

Oberstufenprüfung des Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), 

or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (KDS), or 

Großes Deutsches Sprachdiplom (GDS), or 

Sprachdiplom II der KMK; for English: B1. 

Academic prerequisite: one year of study in 

korean studies or related field

Prof. Dr. Eun-

Jeung Lee

Eun-Jeung.Lee@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/en/e/oas/korea-

studien/studium/BAStudiengang/i

ndex.html

German and 

English

Bachelor Exchange in Korean Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 14.6 Korean Language, history of Korea and the Korean Studies resources, culture, literature 

and politics, economics, social and economic sciences and cultural / scientific literature 

seminars

01/10/2015 10 For German: TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen 

Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x TDN 4), or Zentrale 

Oberstufenprüfung des Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), 

or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (KDS), or 

Großes Deutsches Sprachdiplom (GDS), or 

Sprachdiplom II der KMK; for English: B1. 

Academic prerequisite: one year of study in 

korean studies or related field

Prof. Dr. Eun-

Jeung Lee

Eun-Jeung.Lee@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/en/e/oas/korea-

studien/studium/BAStudiengang/i

ndex.html

German and 

English

Bachelor Exchange in Scientific Study of Religion Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 8.9 The scientific study of religion is an academic discipline which takes an historical, 

philological, and sociological approach towards the different world religions. While 

theology seeks to make statements about a supernatural force or "transcendence" (i.e. 

"God" or the "gods"), the scientific study of religion takes a neutral stance outside any 

particular religious viewpoint. In keeping with the approach of the discipline, it is not 

"God" or the "god(s)" that are the subjects of scientific research, but rather the beliefs 

and ideas human beings have about their God/gods. At the Freie Universität Berlin, the 

department focuses on European tradition since Greek Antiquity, although the cultural 

traditions and developments of both scriptural and non-scriptural non-European 

religions are also subjects of research. 

01/10/2015 6 TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x 

TDN 4), or Zentrale Oberstufenprüfung des 

Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), or Kleines Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (KDS), or Großes Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (GDS), or Sprachdiplom II der KMK

Prof. Dr. Beatrice 

Trînca

beatrice.trinca@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.fu-

berlin.de/studium/studienangebot

/grundstaendige/religionswissensc

haft_kombi/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in Scientific Study of Religion Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 8.9 The scientific study of religion is an academic discipline which takes an historical, 

philological, and sociological approach towards the different world religions. While 

theology seeks to make statements about a supernatural force or "transcendence" (i.e. 

"God" or the "gods"), the scientific study of religion takes a neutral stance outside any 

particular religious viewpoint. In keeping with the approach of the discipline, it is not 

"God" or the "god(s)" that are the subjects of scientific research, but rather the beliefs 

and ideas human beings have about their God/gods. At the Freie Universität Berlin, the 

department focuses on European tradition since Greek Antiquity, although the cultural 

traditions and developments of both scriptural and non-scriptural non-European 

religions are also subjects of research. 

01/10/2015 10 TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x 

TDN 4), or Zentrale Oberstufenprüfung des 

Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), or Kleines Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (KDS), or Großes Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (GDS), or Sprachdiplom II der KMK

Prof. Dr. Beatrice 

Trînca

beatrice.trinca@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.fu-

berlin.de/studium/studienangebot

/grundstaendige/religionswissensc

haft_kombi/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in Comparative literary studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 9.2 Modern English Literature 01/10/2015 6 For German: TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen 

Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x TDN 4), or Zentrale 

Oberstufenprüfung des Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), 

or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (KDS), or 

Großes Deutsches Sprachdiplom (GDS), or 

Sprachdiplom II der KMK; For English: B2. 

Academic prerequisite: being a BA student in 

comparative literary studies

Prof. Dr. Claudia 

Olk

claudia.olk@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

geisteswissenschaften.fu-

berlin.de/we03/index.html

German and 

English

Bachelor Exchange in Comparative literary studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 9.2 Modern English Literature 01/10/2015 10 For German: TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen 

Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x TDN 4), or Zentrale 

Oberstufenprüfung des Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), 

or Kleines Deutsches Sprachdiplom (KDS), or 

Großes Deutsches Sprachdiplom (GDS), or 

Sprachdiplom II der KMK; For English: B2. 

Academic prerequisite: being a BA student in 

comparative literary studies

Prof. Dr. Claudia 

Olk

claudia.olk@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

geisteswissenschaften.fu-

berlin.de/we03/index.html

German and 

English

Bachelor Exchange in High-Throughput Genetics To Study 

Regulation Of Direct Cell Fate Reprogramming

Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 13.1 For treatment of degenerative diseases by replacement therapies specific tissues need 

to be generated. Such tissues can be derived from direct cell type conversion in vivo 

bypassing the induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell state, which can bear risks such as 

tumor formation. The Direct Reprogramming (DR) strategy utilizes transcription factors 

(e.g. MyoD) that can induce specific cell fates such as muscles. However, the DR 

approach can convert only a few other cell types successfully, while most cell types are 

refractory to induced DR. We are elucidating mechanisms that inhibit DR using C. 

elegans as a model organism. To identify DR-regulating mechanisms this project will 

make use of whole genome RNAi screens. Each of the 20.000 genes of C. elegans will be 

depleted one-by-one and assessed for facilitating DR. Our lab is one of the few world-

wide having the BioSorter system (750.000$) for automated high-throughput genetic 

screens with living animals. Additionally, 4D-time-lapse microscopy will be used to 

01/10/2015 6 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Academic 

prerequisite: being a BA student in Biological 

Sciences, average grade 2.4 or better (German 

grading system)

Dr. Baris Tursun baris.tursun@mdc-

berlin.de

Department of 

Biology, 

Chemistry, and 

Pharmacy

https://www.mdc-

berlin.de/37159426/en/research/r

esearch_teams/gene_regulation_a

nd_cell_fate_decision_in_c_elega

ns

English

mailto:Eun-Jeung.Lee@fu-berlin.de
mailto:Eun-Jeung.Lee@fu-berlin.de
mailto:Eun-Jeung.Lee@fu-berlin.de
mailto:Eun-Jeung.Lee@fu-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:claudia.olk@fu-berlin.de
mailto:claudia.olk@fu-berlin.de
mailto:claudia.olk@fu-berlin.de
mailto:claudia.olk@fu-berlin.de
mailto:baris.tursun@mdc-berlin.de
mailto:baris.tursun@mdc-berlin.de


Bachelor Exchange in High-Throughput Genetics To Study 

Regulation Of Direct Cell Fate Reprogramming

Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 13.1 For treatment of degenerative diseases by replacement therapies specific tissues need 

to be generated. Such tissues can be derived from direct cell type conversion in vivo 

bypassing the induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell state, which can bear risks such as 

tumor formation. The Direct Reprogramming (DR) strategy utilizes transcription factors 

(e.g. MyoD) that can induce specific cell fates such as muscles. However, the DR 

approach can convert only a few other cell types successfully, while most cell types are 

refractory to induced DR. We are elucidating mechanisms that inhibit DR using C. 

elegans as a model organism. To identify DR-regulating mechanisms this project will 

make use of whole genome RNAi screens. Each of the 20.000 genes of C. elegans will be 

depleted one-by-one and assessed for facilitating DR. Our lab is one of the few world-

wide having the BioSorter system (750.000$) for automated high-throughput genetic 

screens with living animals. Additionally, 4D-time-lapse microscopy will be used to 

01/10/2015 10 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Academic 

prerequisite: being a BA student in Biological 

Sciences, average grade 2.4 or better (German 

grading system)

Dr. Baris Tursun baris.tursun@mdc-

berlin.de

Department of 

Biology, 

Chemistry, and 

Pharmacy

https://www.mdc-

berlin.de/37159426/en/research/r

esearch_teams/gene_regulation_a

nd_cell_fate_decision_in_c_elega

ns

English

Bachelor Exchange: Law Study targeted at the 

first legal examination

Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 10.9 The Law Department of Freie Universität Berlin offers a variety of interesting courses to 

its guest students. Many institutions, such as the FU Student Exchange Office, the 

ERASMUS Office at the Law Department, or the International Office at the Law 

Department are available to our incoming exchange students. They are all providing 

various services and individual assistance in order to make our guests' study abroad 

semester(s) a pleasant and memorable experience. Please see the website. 

01/10/2015 6 German and English B1 Grit Roter g.rother@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Law

http://www.jura.fu-

berlin.de/en/international/studier

endenaustausch/incomings/kurse/

index.html

German and 

English

Bachelor Exchange: Law Study targeted at the 

first legal examination

Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 10.9 The Law Department of Freie Universität Berlin offers a variety of interesting courses to 

its guest students. Many institutions, such as the FU Student Exchange Office, the 

ERASMUS Office at the Law Department, or the International Office at the Law 

Department are available to our incoming exchange students. They are all providing 

various services and individual assistance in order to make our guests' study abroad 

semester(s) a pleasant and memorable experience. Please see the website. 

01/10/2015 10 German and English B1 Grit Roter g.rother@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Law

http://www.jura.fu-

berlin.de/en/international/studier

endenaustausch/incomings/kurse/

index.html

German and 

English

Bachelor Exchange in German as a Second 

Language

Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 9.1 courses for international students studying german philology at their home university 

that want to come to FUB for an exchange period and study German Language and 

Culture

01/10/2015 6 to be a BA student of German Language with at 

least an intermediary knowledge of German (B2)

Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

http://www.geisteswissenschaften

.fu-

berlin.de/we04/institut/internatio

nales/an_die_fu/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in German as a Second 

Language

Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 9.1 courses for international students studying german philology at their home university 

that want to come to FUB for an exchange period and study German Language and 

Culture

01/10/2015 10 to be a BA student of German Language with at 

least an intermediary knowledge of German (B2)

Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

http://www.geisteswissenschaften

.fu-

berlin.de/we04/institut/internatio

nales/an_die_fu/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in Theater Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 08.9 Theaterwissenschaft beschäftigt sich mit Geschichte, Ästhetik und Theorie von Theater 

bzw. mit theatralen Formen sowie ihren Entstehungs- und Wirkungsbedingungen. Da an 

der Vielfalt dieser Formen verschiedene Künste, darunter vor allem Literatur, Malerei, 

Tanz und Musik sowie andere Medien und unterschiedliche kulturelle Systeme beteiligt 

sind, lassen sich die genannten Gegenstände nur interdisziplinär erfassen. Am Institut 

für Theaterwissenschaft der Freien Universität Berlin werden vor allem die drei 

Bereiche Gegenwartstheater, Theatergeschichte sowie Theorie und Ästhetik 

untersucht. Sie werden unter historischer, analytischer, theoretischer und ästhetischer 

sowie unter vergleichender Perspektive erforscht. Eine künstlerische bzw. technische 

Ausbildung findet nicht statt.

01/10/2015 6 Language Prerequisite: German B2 

(intermediate)

Vivien Aehlig vivien.aehlig@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

http://www.geisteswissenschaften

.fu-berlin.de/we07/index.html

German

Bachelor Exchange in Theater Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 08.9 Theaterwissenschaft beschäftigt sich mit Geschichte, Ästhetik und Theorie von Theater 

bzw. mit theatralen Formen sowie ihren Entstehungs- und Wirkungsbedingungen. Da an 

der Vielfalt dieser Formen verschiedene Künste, darunter vor allem Literatur, Malerei, 

Tanz und Musik sowie andere Medien und unterschiedliche kulturelle Systeme beteiligt 

sind, lassen sich die genannten Gegenstände nur interdisziplinär erfassen. Am Institut 

für Theaterwissenschaft der Freien Universität Berlin werden vor allem die drei 

Bereiche Gegenwartstheater, Theatergeschichte sowie Theorie und Ästhetik 

untersucht. Sie werden unter historischer, analytischer, theoretischer und ästhetischer 

sowie unter vergleichender Perspektive erforscht. Eine künstlerische bzw. technische 

Ausbildung findet nicht statt.

01/10/2015 10 Language Prerequisite: German B2 

(intermediate)

Vivien Aehlig vivien.aehlig@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

http://www.geisteswissenschaften

.fu-berlin.de/we07/index.html

German

mailto:baris.tursun@mdc-berlin.de
mailto:baris.tursun@mdc-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de


Bachelor Exchange in Islamic Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 14.6 The Islamic Studies specialist area is concerned with the Islamic world in history and at 

the present. It centers on normative sources and traditions, social, religious-legal and 

cultural structures and developments up to the eighteenth century, as well as social, 

political and cultural transformations since the nineteenth century.

01/10/2015 6 Language requirements: German and English at 

intermediate level (B2)

Academic prerequisites: Enrolment in a relevant 

BA programme (History and Culture of the 

Middle East or  comparable Islamic Studies, 

Middle Eastern Studies/ History)

Christian 

Sassmannshausen

christian.sassmannsh

ausen@fu-berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/e/islamwiss/studium/Ba

chelor-Studiengang/index.html

German and 

English

Bachelor Exchange in Islamic Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Undergraduate 14.6 The Islamic Studies specialist area is concerned with the Islamic world in history and at 

the present. It centers on normative sources and traditions, social, religious-legal and 

cultural structures and developments up to the eighteenth century, as well as social, 

political and cultural transformations since the nineteenth century.

01/10/2015 10 Language requirements: German and English at 

intermediate level (B2)

Academic prerequisites: Enrolment in a relevant 

BA programme (History and Culture of the 

Middle East or  comparable Islamic Studies, 

Middle Eastern Studies/ History)

Christian 

Sassmannshausen

christian.sassmannsh

ausen@fu-berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/e/islamwiss/studium/Ba

chelor-Studiengang/index.html

German and 

English

Academic Staff Exchange in Arabic Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.6 Arabic Studies concerns the spoken language and written texts of the Arabic-speaking 

world. At the Free University of Berlin, Arabic Studies is a literary discipline that includes 

such subjects as Arabic poetry and prose literature of the pre-Islamic period to the 

present, as well as religious, philosophical, historical and geographical literature of 

Islamic culture as well as Jewish and Christian literature in Arabic.  Special emphasis is 

placed on the Koran as a key document of religious discourse in late antiquity, on the 

reception of classical antiquity in Arab culture, and finally, on modern literature as part 

of the process of global exchange. Focusses are the Quran as text or on classical Arabic 

literature. No focus at the moment  on Arabic linguistics.

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Very good 

knowledge of Arabic also needed.

R. Forster forster@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/en/e/semiarab/arabistik

/Mitarbeiter_innen/professoren/f

orster/index.html

German or 

English

Academic Staff Exchange in Arabic Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.6 Arabic Studies concerns the spoken language and written texts of the Arabic-speaking 

world. At the Free University of Berlin, Arabic Studies is a literary discipline that includes 

such subjects as Arabic poetry and prose literature of the pre-Islamic period to the 

present, as well as religious, philosophical, historical and geographical literature of 

Islamic culture as well as Jewish and Christian literature in Arabic.  Special emphasis is 

placed on the Koran as a key document of religious discourse in late antiquity, on the 

reception of classical antiquity in Arab culture, and finally, on modern literature as part 

of the process of global exchange. Focusses are the Quran as text or on classical Arabic 

literature. No focus at the moment  on Arabic linguistics.

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Very good 

knowledge of Arabic also needed.

R. Forster forster@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/en/e/semiarab/arabistik

/Mitarbeiter_innen/professoren/f

orster/index.html

German or 

English

Academic Staff Exchange in Islamic Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.6 Forschungsschwerpunkt: Islam. Netzwerke im Ind. Ozean, histor. Stadtforschung, 

Geschichte und Gesellschaft d. Nahen Ostens ab 1500

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Or equal 

knowledge of German. Very good knowledge of 

Arabic is also necessary. 

Prof. Dr. Ulrike 

Freitag

ufreitag@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/e/islamwiss/mitarbeiteri

nnen/professorinnen/Freitag/inde

x.html

German or 

English

Academic Staff Exchange in Islamic Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.6 Forschungsschwerpunkt: Islam. Netzwerke im Ind. Ozean, histor. Stadtforschung, 

Geschichte und Gesellschaft d. Nahen Ostens ab 1500

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Or equal 

knowledge of German. Very good knowledge of 

Arabic is also necessary. 

Prof. Dr. Ulrike 

Freitag

ufreitag@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/e/islamwiss/mitarbeiteri

nnen/professorinnen/Freitag/inde

x.html

German or 

English

Academic Staff Exchange in Biodiversity/Multitrophic 

biodiversity

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 13.1 We study biodiversity and multitrophic interactions using a number of model systems 

from aquatic metacommunities of single-celled organisms to terrestrial systems such as 

grasslands (for more information about research topics see homepage). Several 

research projects are available, depending on the interest of the applicant. Experience 

in experimental design, strong skills in statistical data analysis and experience in using 

the software R are desirable.

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Academic 

prerequisite: research experience in Biology, 

Ecology or related field

Prof. Dr. Jana 

Petermann

jana.petermann@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Biology, 

Chemistry, and 

Pharmacy

http://www.bcp.fu-

berlin.de/en/biologie/arbeitsgrup

pen/zoologie/ag_petermann/inde

x.html

English

mailto:forster@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mailto:forster@zedat.fu-berlin.de


Academic Staff Exchange in Biodiversity/Multitrophic 

biodiversity

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 13.1 We study biodiversity and multitrophic interactions using a number of model systems 

from aquatic metacommunities of single-celled organisms to terrestrial systems such as 

grasslands (for more information about research topics see homepage). Several 

research projects are available, depending on the interest of the applicant. Experience 

in experimental design, strong skills in statistical data analysis and experience in using 

the software R are desirable.

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Academic 

prerequisite: research experience in Biology, 

Ecology or related field

Prof. Dr. Jana 

Petermann

jana.petermann@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Biology, 

Chemistry, and 

Pharmacy

http://www.bcp.fu-

berlin.de/en/biologie/arbeitsgrup

pen/zoologie/ag_petermann/inde

x.html

English

Academic Staff Exchange in Scientific Study of Religion Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 8.9 Religionsästhetik, Geschlechterforschung, Religion und Literatur im europäischen 

Mittelalter und in der Frühen Neuzeit, Mystik, Mittelalterrezeption

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x 

TDN 4), or Zentrale Oberstufenprüfung des 

Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), or Kleines Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (KDS), or Großes Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (GDS), or Sprachdiplom II der 

KMK. Academic prerequisite: PhD in the 

humanities, cultural studies, or social sciences 

with a focus on religious studies

Prof. Dr. Beatrice 

Trînca

beatrice.trinca@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.fu-

berlin.de/en/studium/studienange

bot/master/religionswissenschaft/

index.html

German

Academic Staff Exchange in Scientific Study of Religion Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 8.9 Religionsästhetik, Geschlechterforschung, Religion und Literatur im europäischen 

Mittelalter und in der Frühen Neuzeit, Mystik, Mittelalterrezeption

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x 

TDN 4), or Zentrale Oberstufenprüfung des 

Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), or Kleines Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (KDS), or Großes Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (GDS), or Sprachdiplom II der 

KMK. Academic prerequisite: PhD in the 

humanities, cultural studies, or social sciences 

with a focus on religious studies

Prof. Dr. Beatrice 

Trînca

beatrice.trinca@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

http://www.fu-

berlin.de/en/studium/studienange

bot/master/religionswissenschaft/

index.html

German

Academic Staff Exchange in Museum Research Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.9 Communication of Knowledge / Science Journalism, Museum Research , New Media, 

Museum Management

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x 

TDN 4), or Zentrale Oberstufenprüfung des 

Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), or Kleines Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (KDS), or Großes Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (GDS), or Sprachdiplom II der KMK

Prof. Dr. 

Bernhard Graf

b.graf@smb.spk-

berlin.de

Department of 

Political and 

Social Sciences

www.smb.museum/ifm/ German

Academic Staff Exchange in Museum Research Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.9 Communication of Knowledge / Science Journalism, Museum Research , New Media, 

Museum Management

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 TestDaF ab TDN 4 in allen Prüfungsteilen (ab 4 x 

TDN 4), or Zentrale Oberstufenprüfung des 

Goethe-Instituts (ZOP), or Kleines Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (KDS), or Großes Deutsches 

Sprachdiplom (GDS), or Sprachdiplom II der KMK

Prof. Dr. 

Bernhard Graf

b.graf@smb.spk-

berlin.de

Department of 

Political and 

Social Sciences

www.smb.museum/ifm/ German

Academic Staff in Magnetic Thin Films Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 13.2 Magneto-optical Kerr effect will be used to explore interfaces between single-crystalline 

ultra-thin antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic films in ultra-high vacuum.

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Academic 

prerequisite: PhD in physics, experience with 

ultra-high vacuum deposition of thin films, 

magnetism

Prof. W. Kuch kuch@physik.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Physics

http://www.physik.fu-

berlin.de/~ag-kuch

English

Academic Staff in Magnetic Thin Films Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 13.2 Magneto-optical Kerr effect will be used to explore interfaces between single-crystalline 

ultra-thin antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic films in ultra-high vacuum.

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Academic 

prerequisite: PhD in physics, experience with 

ultra-high vacuum deposition of thin films, 

magnetism

Prof. W. Kuch kuch@physik.fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Physics

http://www.physik.fu-

berlin.de/~ag-kuch

English

mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:beatrice.trinca@fu-berlin.de
mailto:b.graf@smb.spk-berlin.de
mailto:b.graf@smb.spk-berlin.de
mailto:b.graf@smb.spk-berlin.de
mailto:b.graf@smb.spk-berlin.de


Diverse opportunities at the School of Business and 

Economics 

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 4.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

School of 

Business and 

Economics

http://www.wiwiss.fu-

berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the School of Business and 

Economics 

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 4.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

School of 

Business and 

Economics

http://www.wiwiss.fu-

berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Education and 

Psychology

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 5.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Education and 

Psychology

http://www.ewi-psy.fu-

berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Education and 

Psychology

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 5.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Education and 

Psychology

http://www.ewi-psy.fu-

berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Earth Sciences Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 7.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Earth Sciences

http://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Earth Sciences Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 7.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Earth Sciences

http://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Philosophy 

and Humanities

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 8.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

www.geisteswissenschaften.fu-

berlin.de/en

German or 

English

mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/en
http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/en
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/en
http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/en
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
http://www.ewi-psy.fu-berlin.de/en
http://www.ewi-psy.fu-berlin.de/en
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
http://www.ewi-psy.fu-berlin.de/en
http://www.ewi-psy.fu-berlin.de/en
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
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mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de


Diverse opportunities at the Department of Philosophy 

and Humanities

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 8.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

www.geisteswissenschaften.fu-

berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in Languages Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 9.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

www.geisteswissenschaften.fu-

berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in Languages Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 9.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Philosophy and 

Humanities

www.geisteswissenschaften.fu-

berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Law Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 10.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Law

www.jura.fu-berlin.de/en German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Law Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 10.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Law

www.jura.fu-berlin.de/en German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Mathematics 

and Computer Science for Academic Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 11.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Mathematics 

and Computer 

Science

www.mi.fu-berlin.de German or 

English

Diverse opportunities at the Department of Mathematics 

and Computer Science for Academic Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 11.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Mathematics 

and Computer 

Science

www.mi.fu-berlin.de German or 

English

mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
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mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de


Diverse opportunities in Medical Sciences for Academic 

Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 12.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Medical School - 

Charité - 

University 

Medicine Berlin

http://www.fu-

berlin.de/en/einrichtungen/fachb

ereiche/fb/medizin/index.html 

and www.vetmed.fu-berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in Medical Sciences for Academic 

Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 12.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Medical School - 

Charité - 

University 

Medicine Berlin

http://www.fu-

berlin.de/en/einrichtungen/fachb

ereiche/fb/medizin/index.html 

and www.vetmed.fu-berlin.de/en

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in Natural Sciences for Academic 

Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 13.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Biology, 

Chemistry, and 

Pharmacy

www.bcp.fu-berlin.de/en and 

www.physik.fu-berlin.de

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in Natural Sciences for Academic 

Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 13.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Biology, 

Chemistry, and 

Pharmacy

www.bcp.fu-berlin.de/en and 

www.physik.fu-berlin.de

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in  Political and Social Sciences for 

Academic Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Political and 

Social Sciences

www.polsoz.fu-berlin.de/en German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in  Political and Social Sciences for 

Academic Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Political and 

Social Sciences

www.polsoz.fu-berlin.de/en German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in Communication and Information 

Sciences for Academic Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 15.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Political and 

Social Sciences

http://www.polsoz.fu-

berlin.de/en/kommwiss

German or 

English

mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de
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mailto:stefanie.boehler@fu-berlin.de


Diverse opportunities in Communication and Information 

Sciences for Academic Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 15.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Political and 

Social Sciences

http://www.polsoz.fu-

berlin.de/en/kommwiss

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in Other Areas of Study for 

Academic Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 16.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Political and 

Social Sciences

http://www.polsoz.fu-

berlin.de/en/polwiss/forschung/sy

steme/ffu/index.html

German or 

English

Diverse opportunities in Other Areas of Study for 

Academic Staff

Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 16.9 Own research is also eligible if candidate can provide an acceptance letter from a host 

supervisor at Freie Universität Berlin. Please contact professors you would like to work 

with. If you find a professor who is interested, ask him/her to issue you an acceptance 

letter that you can upload with your application. He/her can also always contact 

Stefanie Böhler for further information about the progam. 

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 To be discussed with host Stefanie Böhler stefanie.boehler@fu-

berlin.de

Department of 

Political and 

Social Sciences

http://www.polsoz.fu-

berlin.de/en/polwiss/forschung/sy

steme/ffu/index.html

German or 

English

Academic Staff Exchange in Latin American Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.6 The following disciplines are represented at the Institute for Latin American Studies: 

Cultural and Social Anthropology, Gender Studies, History, Literatures and Cultures of 

Latin America, Economics, Political Science, Sociology

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 Fluency in Spanish or Portuguese PD Dr. Martha 

Zapata Galindo

mizg@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Institute for 

Latin American 

Studies

http://www.lai.fu-

berlin.de/institut/index.html

Spanish or 

Portuguese

Academic Staff Exchange in Latin American Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.6 The following disciplines are represented at the Institute for Latin American Studies: 

Cultural and Social Anthropology, Gender Studies, History, Literatures and Cultures of 

Latin America, Economics, Political Science, Sociology

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 Fluency in Spanish or Portuguese PD Dr. Martha 

Zapata Galindo

mizg@zedat.fu-

berlin.de

Institute for 

Latin American 

Studies

http://www.lai.fu-

berlin.de/institut/index.html

Spanish or 

Portuguese

Academic Staff Exchange in Islamic Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.6 Institute’sprofile:Socio-economic,politicalandculturaltransformationsinArab

societies since the late 18th Century; social, religious, legal and cultural structures and 

developments in Muslim societies until the 18th Century; normative sources and 

traditions of Muslim societies

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/6/17

1 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Equal knowledge 

in Arabic is required

Angela Ballaschk islamwissenschaft@g

eschkult.fu-berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/en/e/islamwiss/

English

Academic Staff Exchange in Islamic Studies Exchange 

Mobility

Staff 14.6 Institute’sprofile:Socio-economic,politicalandculturaltransformationsinArab

societies since the late 18th Century; social, religious, legal and cultural structures and 

developments in Muslim societies until the 18th Century; normative sources and 

traditions of Muslim societies

Anytime during 

the lifetime of 

the project but 

no later than 

14/4/17

3 Participants should be fluent in both written 

and spoken English. Applicants from countries 

where English is not the language of instruction 

need to have obtained a score of at least 550 on 

the TOEFL test (or a score of at least 213 on a 

computer TOEFL test) or provide proof of an 

equivalent test or provide proof that part of 

their education was in English. Equal knowledge 

in Arabic is required

Angela Ballaschk islamwissenschaft@g

eschkult.fu-berlin.de

Department of 

History and 

Cultural Studies

www.geschkult.fu-

berlin.de/en/e/islamwiss/

English
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